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1.	
  Executive	
  Summary	
  	
  
	
  
About a year ago, in June 2013, Sao Paulo was at the center of intense social protests, like
many other cities throughout Brazil. In Sao Paulo, the tipping point in the public opinion was
the proposed hike of the Metro fare, from 3 reals to 3.20. This was not however an isolated
event, on the contrary, it took place within a long series of demonstrations and public unrest
steaming from increases in public transportation prices, embodying a much broader
discontent, frustration and anger at improper access and utilization of social services provided
by the Federal state and local governments. The citizens of Brazil and here of Sao Paulo,
while living in a much-taunted BRIC country, whose economic development has been
celebrated worldwide, are vigorously pointing at the bigger picture of conciliating economic
development with inclusiveness, equity, social justice and social cohesion. It also sharply
highlights the difficult challenge of governments of emerging economies to develop, maintain
and expand modern and costly public infrastructures while providing their services at a
reasonable or “fair” price.
The “Movimento Passe Livre”- or “Free Fare Movement”- has drastically tackled the tricky
issue of the pricing policy by proposing a zero-fare policy for the Sao Paulo subway system,
as it advocates for the recognition of transportation as a basic human right. While this policy
might sound extreme, all the more in a context of global economic crisis and now weak
recovery- it does challenge in a radical way the usual accounting vision of transportation,
which focuses on a limited financial analysis.
Acknowledging the impracticality of the zero-fare policy from this accounting perspective (as
it would dramatically worsen the current deficit), we show in our study that switching to a
more global and comprehensive economic approach, including social benefits and positive
externalities, the implementation of the zero-fare policy actually increases net social benefits
from a surplus of R$ 9.5 billions to 9.7 billions.
With an expected increase in ridership of the subway based on the industry standard of 30%,
the loss of fare revenues – the major cost of this policy- is not only matched but surpassed by
the gains in social benefits. Those social benefits included here are the reduction in air
pollution, the reduction in fuel consumption, the reduction in operational costs in the
secondary markets (buses, cars, motorbikes, roads), time savings and the reduction in road
accidents.

We further assess the impact of the implementation of the zero-fare policy first by running a
sensitivity analysis on the demand elasticity, which is at the heart of our analysis, the goal of
the policy being its increase. Although the Simpson-Curtain rule sets the fare elasticity at
around -0.3, the case of the zero-fare policy usually presents a disruption of the demand curve
with an actual new ridership at a higher level than the forecasted one. Our literature review
indicates a minimum increase of 25 to 50%. Applying this range, we obtain a minimum
increase of 27.13% for the net social benefits to surpass the loss in revenues. We conclude to
a low sensitivity of our analysis to the actual increase in ridership.
The second part of our sensitivity analysis delves more into the question of equity between
high-income and low-income users by assigning distributional weights. Although we did not
have the required data to be able to calculate net social benefits for each category, the
assigned weights of 0.678 to the average passenger and 1.381 to lower income users do
provide hints on the importance of a differentiated treatment when considering the
implementation of public transportation policies. This assessment seems even more important
when considering cases of urban environments in developing countries such as the case of the
subway system in city of Sao Paulo.
	
  

2.	
  Introduction	
  	
  
Background	
  information	
  	
  
The Sao Paulo subway system –called Metro- is the
main rapid-transit system in the city of Sao Paulo
and the largest in Brazil, with a length of 65.3km, 4
lines and 58 stations. It is the third largest in Latin
America behind the Mexico City Metro and the
Santiago Metro, having registered 3.7-million
passengers per day in 2013.	
  
Sao Paulo is the major urban center in Brazil,
accounting with its enlarged periphery for 10% of
Brazil total population and almost 20% of its GDP. Like many other fast growing cities, Sao
Paulo’s urban expansion goes hand in hand with rising mobility issues, as it was not followed
by the implementation of adequate public transport infrastructure. Traffic jams and heavy

road congestions have been recurrent problems that recent investments in expanding the
existing subway lines –with the World Bank backed project for the Line 4- have sought to
address.
In addition to the major challenge issue to align the growth of, on one hand economic
development and on the other hand of the rising demand in public transportation, Brazil is
also confronted to daunting equity issues as the country continues to suffer from record-high
income inequality (UNDP). In 2012, Brazil’s Gini coefficient was 0.52 and in the adjusted
Human Development Index (HDI) of the UNDP, Brazil only ranks 85th, behind Peru (77th)
or Mexico (61st). It is in this context of unequal redistribution of the benefits of growth that
the recent social turmoil took place. In June of the same year, a wave of nationwide protests
started in the city of Sao Paulo, where residents mobilized against an increase in the price of
public transportation tariff, from 3 reals ($1.40) to 3.20. After several days of protests that
gathered more than 110 thousand people, the State government suspended the measure.
The events of June set up a series of discussions over the social impacts of urban public
transportation and the right to mobility. In Brazil, one of the main social movements that have
been exercising great influence on the political debates is the "Free Fare Movement"
("Movimento Passe Livre"). The group advocates for the implementation of a "zero fare"
public transportation system, based on the interpretation of the transportation as a universal
right of all citizens.
According to the Research on Origin and Destination 2007 in São Paulo, the higher the
household income, the less dependent are the families on collective transportation. While for
household income up to R$760.00, this type of transportation represents 36% of total trips,
families with a household income of R$5,600.00 utilize individual motorized transportation as
the main way of transportation, with only 18% of their total trips comprised by collective
transportation. Also, it is important to stress that the spatial distribution in Sao Paulo follows a
center-periphery model and the difference between the poorest and richest average family
revenues can be more than 100%, as shown below.

Poorest districts in Sao Paulo Metropolitan Area

Richest districts in Sao Paulo Metropolitan Area

Overall, the main reasons for commuting were: work (44%); education (35%); personal
reasons such as visit to a bank, arrangement of documents or search for a job (9%) and leisure
(4%), while the average waiting time was 67 minutes for collective transportation and 31
minutes for individual transportation. Considering the different profiles of users of the
subway system in the city, the data indicates that if implemented, the "Zero Fare" policy may
diversely affect the society and has the potential of generating more benefits to low-income
groups in São Paulo.

Goal	
  of	
  the	
  study	
  
	
  
The present study aims at offering a brief cost and benefit analysis of this policy having the
city subway system as the object of study. The analysis will focus on two main aspects. The
first one consists in quantifying the costs and social surplus with and without the
implementation of the Zero-Fare policy. We will especially focus as well on the impacts of
this potential policy on a target low-income population in our sensitivity analysis. Our
“without policy” case is the status quo of the Sao Paulo fare remaining at 3R$ and our “with
policy” case is the implementation of the zero-fare policy at 0R$.
Considering the scope of the study, the main purpose will be to analyze whether the Zero-Fare
policy can generate social surplus if implemented in the case of the subway system in the city
of Sao Paulo. By analyzing the different components of costs and benefits, this study aims at
contributing to a better understanding of the issue of access to public transportation and how
it can contribute to the overall development in an urban context.

3.	
  Zero-‐Tariff	
  Policy	
  Overview	
  
Definition	
  
	
  
A fare-free or zero-tariff policy is defined in this report as public transit services that require
no passenger to pay when they board a public transit vehicle, nor do they pay at the platform
or station before boarding1. While it might sound like a rather extreme and almost utopian
policy choice, it has been considered and implemented in the United States since the 1960s.
This policy has been typically put in place in small urban areas with relatively modest
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  As defined in the Transit Cooperative Research Program report « TCRP Synthesis 101Implementation and Outcomes of Fare-Free Transit Systems », sponsored by the U.S. Federal
Transit Administration, 2012

ridership and large rural areas with relatively low ridership, in resort communities with
population and ridership peaks during tourist seasons, and in university dominated
communities where the majority of passengers are related to education institutions.
Implementation cases are still a minority, especially in middle to large size cities, but
numerous small to middle-scale cases provide successful examples, with the recent case of
Tallinn, Estonia, in 2013.

Goal	
  and	
  practicability	
  of	
  the	
  policy	
  

	
  
The suggestion to offer transport on a free-fare basis is most likely well intended. However its
practicability and potential success are far from guaranteed, especially in the context of a
large transit system like Sao Paulo.
Among motivations behind a free-fare policy, we can find:
-

The desire to increase the use of public transportation

-

The desire to decrease in traffic congestion

-

The recognition that fare box revenue is sometimes relatively small and possibly not

worth the effort and the cost of its collection.
With a zero fare policy, you satisfy all types of travel demand, even when the Willingness To
Pay (WTP) is equal to zero.

	
  
	
  
We assume that implementing the zero fare policy will increase the demand based on the
following travel demand curve:

	
  

Limitations	
  of	
  the	
  free-‐fare	
  approach	
  
	
  
We will have to acknowledge that price is not the only factor influencing public transport
demand. Factors affecting public transport elasticities include the user type, the trip type,
mode and route, geography (size of the city), the type of price change and the type of public
transport.
Another limitation to our study is that people and users might care more about issues such as
safety, travel time, frequency and reliability of service, availability and ease of schedule and
route information, infrastructure at stops and driver courtesy than the cost of fares.
On the financial side, preliminary review of the existing literature points at the
impracticability of the policy for large transport system. In many smaller systems the fare box
recovers less than ten percent of the yearly operating cost. Removing the fare box might make
fiscal sense in smaller systems. In fact, the costs associated with fare box collection and fare
box maintenance might equal the revenue collected in some smaller systems, making fare
collection an exercise in fiscal futility. However, in larger transit systems, the actual cost of
removing the fare boxes will leave the system with a very large revenue shortfall, which will
need to be filled by some type of public funding.
We will therefore stress as well the importance of equity issue in our project proposal and pay
special attention on shadow pricing for social benefits. We will focus our sensitivity analysis
on the particular case of weighted benefits and their higher level for the poorer users if the
policy is implemented.

4.	
  Forecasting	
  the	
  Change	
  in	
  Ridership	
  
	
  

Specificities	
  of	
  the	
  fare	
  elasticity	
  for	
  the	
  “zero-‐fare”	
  policy	
  
The major expected impact of the “zero-fare” policy is the increase in ridership. The impact
of changes in transit fare on ridership is commonly assessed with elasticity estimates. Fare
elasticity can be defined as the percentage of change in ridership created by a 1-percent
change in fares. The industry standard is the Simpson-Curtain rule, which sets the fare
elasticity at around -0.3. For a 1 percent increase (decrease) in fares, all else being equal, the
ridership will decrease (increase) by 0.3 percent.
Based on the current ridership of 1.1 billion trips per year, we can estimate that the new
ridership will reach 1.43 billion trips per year.
However standard estimates are less likely to apply in the case of a zero-fare scenario, as this
policy entails specific effects not measured otherwise.
First, we should expect a significant drop in psychological costs associated with a fare box.
As presented in the graph below, total user costs consist of four components: the fare costs in
monetary value, time and convenience costs, and two psychological costs: the fare box as a
barrier and personal security and safety costs. Switching to a zero-fare policy would therefore
eliminate the two psychological costs.

	
  
Source: Washington State Department of Transportation, Final report on Fare-free policy, 1994

Second, the policy will produce a discontinuity in the transit ridership and elasticity, visible in
most implemented programs, where the actual ridership turns out to be higher than the
predicted one, but this discontinuity remains hard to quantify.

	
  
Source: Washington State Department of Transportation, Final report on Fare-free policy, 1994

From our literature review, we can estimate that the actual ridership increase, versus the
predicted increase, could be a minimum of 25% to 50%. Applying this estimate range to the
Sao Paulo case, the new demand would be between 1.38 billion and 1.55 billion trips per year.

5.	
  Current	
  Cost	
  Structure	
  

	
  
The table below displays the monthly cost structure of the Sao Paulo subway.
Table 1: Monthly Estimate of Costs and Revenues– Sao Paulo Subway System
MONTHLY ESTIMATE (2013)
1.OPERATION
2.MAINTENANCE
3.SALES AND COLLECTION
4.GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
5.ADMINISTRATION AND WORK PLANNING
COST (1+2+3+4+5) = A
NET REVENUE = B
TARIFF REVENUE
TOTAL = B -A
COVERAGE

R$ THOUSAND
72,865
5,578
486
31,245
16,608
181,358
169,766
141,879
11,592 (DEFICIT)
93,6%

ESTIMATE
DEMAND
OF
PAYING
PASSENGERS (THOUSAND/ MONTH)

50,658

Using the previous table, we can conclude that the Metro is running a monthly deficit of
R$11,592, 000. We also infer that the annual cost (which consists of operation, maintenance,
sales and collection, general administration and administration and work planning) is
181,358*12= 2.17 billions.
Rearranging the table in the chat below, it appears obvious that most of the total cost is related
to first operation costs and second maintenance costs.
	
  
Figure	
  3:	
  Cost	
  Components	
  of	
  Tariff

COST	
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However in the data provided by the Sao Paulo subway, each category of costs – Operation,
Maintenance, Sales and Collection, General Administration and Administration and Work
Planning – has been divided in sub-categories: Salaries and Social Benefits, Electric Energy
and Operation, Materials, General Expenses. Aggregating the sub-categories together, we
come up with the following table.
Table 2: Aggregated Sub-categories of Cost Components
MONTHLY ESTIMATE (2013)
1. SALARIES AND SOCIAL BENEFITS
2.ELECTRIC
ENERGY
AND
OPERATION
3. MATERIALS
4. GENERAL EXPENSES
COST (1+2+3+4)

R$ THOUSAND
122,220
12,593
6,078
40,466
181,357

We then obtain a different picture of the cost structure, where the main source of spending is
related to salaries and social benefits (68% of the total cost).
Figure 4: Cost Components of Tariff (Category)

COST	
  COMPONENTS	
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6.	
  Financial	
  Analysis	
  
Calculating	
  the	
  NPV	
  from	
  an	
  Accounting	
  Perspective
	
  
It is important to examine the financial feasibility of implementing a zero fare policy for the
Sao Paulo Subway system before actually taking up its economic appraisal. Even considering
the fact that the subway is run by the government and not by a private company, we need to
know how much more financial capital is needed in order to adopt new policies, which is
quite essential in explaining the policy itself to the tax payers and gain political and popular
support for it. The financial evaluation of a project requires the analysis of its annual cash
flows of revenue and costs.
The financial costs include the operation costs, maintenance costs, costs for sales and
collection of tickets, and general administration costs. Using the data from the Sao Paulo
Metro we can get the monthly estimate of each costs of fiscal year 2013. As shown in the
previous section, multiplying the total of each cost by 12, we got the annual total cost for the
subway system as approximately R$ 2.17 billion. Since the implementation of the zero fare
policy will increase the operation costs, because it increases the ridership as discussed in the
above section, other costs than collecting and selling tickets could be considered to increase.

Based on the demand elasticity of -0.3 we can get the costs after the zero fare policy as shown
in the table below.
Table 3: Costs – Without and With Policy
(Annual, R$)
Costs

Without case

With case
2,176,296,000

2,753,368,800

As for the revenue, the Metro earns money from not only running the subway system but also
from doing real estate business as well as from the advertisements in the stations and cars.
Therefore the revenue includes fare revenue and non-fare revenue. According to the data
obtained from Metro, the fiscal year 2013 revenue is around R$ 2.03 billion. Since the zero
fare policy deprives the government of its earning from fares, we only count the amount of
non-fare revenues in the event of the introduction of the policy.
Table 4: Revenues – Without and With Policy
(Annual, R$)

Without case

Revenues

With case
2,037,192,000

334,644, 000

In sum we can get the NPV of the zero fare policy from an accounting perspective by
deducting the costs from the revenue as in the table below. From an accounting perspective,
implementing the zero-fare policy dramatically worsens the deficit ran by the subway system,
which then reach R$ 2.4 billion.
Table 5: Balance – Without and With Policy
(Annual, R$)

Without case

With case

Costs

2,176,296,000

2,753,368,800

Revenues

2,037,192,000

334,644, 000

Balance (Deficit)

- 139,104,000

- 2,418,724,800

7.	
  Economic	
  Analysis	
  
Qualitative	
  Analysis	
  
	
  

To estimate the economic benefits and cost of implementation of the zero fare policy on Sao
Paulo subway system, an analysis of the changes to be brought about in the ridership is
crucial. As discussed in the section before, the estimation of the increase in ridership is
difficult but for the sake of this section, we will use the usual -0.3 demand elasticity
(Simpson-Curtain rule) to calculate the costs and benefits. We will look further into this issue
in the Sensitivity Analysis section.
First, as for the benefit components, we can expect that the implementation of the zero fare
policy for the Sao Paulo subway system will reduce a significant portion of passenger traffic
on the road networks in the city through diversion from road to subway. Consequently, the
number of public and private vehicles using the road network will decrease. This allows the
reduction in operational costs of those vehicles and roads, as the speed of depreciation of
those capitals is expected to slow down. It also induces the reduction in congestion on roads,
which translates into the savings of travel time for passengers who continue to use the road
transport by choice. In fact a zero fare policy also enables lower income users who are
currently using multiple buses in order to limit their transportation costs to switch to the
subway system instead, which would be more efficient in terms of time. Furthermore, there
would be a reduction in air pollution since the number of vehicles using gasoline/fuel
decreases with the substitution of electric power for the Metro. The decreased use of vehicles
would also result in the reduction of the number of accidents on the road networks.
Second, in regards of the cost components, as it is obvious, the implementation of zero fare
policy means that the Metro can no longer collect fares from the operation of subway itself,
which means that it will loose revenue. This loss of revenue is certainly a cost bore by the
government, which provides this public service to the society. However this loss of revenue
for the government is offset by the increase in the consumers’ or users’ money at their
disposal, so this will be considered as a transfer. In addition, increase in ridership of the
subway can raise the operation cost. This is because the more customers use the subway, the
more frequent examinations or replacement of cars or any sort of machine parts would be
necessary to maintain the safety level. Also as often argued in the research on zero fare
policy, this sort of policy can lead to increased vandalism from non-choice users (bored
youth, the homeless) but this hasn’t been clearly supported by evidence.
Using the value of the each component, we can monetize the impact of zero fare policy.

Table 6: Social Benefit Components
YEAR ESTIMATE (2013)
Social Benefit Components

Quantity
(in
thousands)

Value
(R$)
(in
millions)

Value/trip

1) Reduction in emissions
2) Reduction in fuel consumption

873
426,400

105
987

0.09
0.85

3) Reduction in the operational cost of
buses

245,311

1,324

1.14

1,603,656

310

0.27

360,056

45

0.04

55

0.05

6,536
263

5.64
0.23

4) Reduction in the operational cost of cars
5) Reduction in the operational cost of
motorbikes
6) Reduction in costs of maintenance and
operation of roads
7) Time saving
8) Reduction in costs of accidents
ANNUAL BENEFIT

1,036,030
19

9,625

According to the data from Sao Paulo Metro (2013), the value for each social benefit
components was calculated as follows. In this context, it is important to notice that once
social benefits are considered, the Metro System in Sao Paulo has a positive Annual Net
Benefit in a « without policy » case. The deficit of R$139,104,000, which corresponds to the
value of (B-A) *12 in Table 5, is covered by the Annual Benefit of R$9,625,000,000 (Table
6). Therefore, the Net Annual Benefit generated by the Subway System is R$9,48
billion/year.

Monetizing	
  the	
  Economic	
  Benefits	
  
1.	
  Increase	
  in	
  Ridership	
  
According to the research conducted by Metro, the current annual ridership of the subway
system in Sao Paulo is 1.1 billion trips. As mentioned above, using the common demand
elasticity of -0.3, the ridership is expected to become as follows after the implementation of
zero fare policy.

Table 7: Ridership Estimate– Without and With Policy
Price Elasticity=-0.3
(Annual, R$)
Price (R$)

Without Case

Ridership (trip)

With Case

3
1,158,836,040

0
1,506,486,852

2.	
  Reduction	
  in	
  air	
  pollution	
  
As the zero fare policy can increase the number of people using the subway, considering from
which transportation method those newcomers are switching: buses, cars and motorbikes, it
results in the reduction in air pollution. Since the benefit of reduction in emission is estimated
in the table above, applying the increase in ridership we obtained the changes below in this
benefit component as the result of free fare policy.
Table 8: Reduction in Air Pollution Estimate– Without and With Policy
Value/trip=0.09
Without case
With case
(Annual, R$)
Reduction in air pollution
105,000,000
136,500,000

3.	
  Reduction	
  in	
  fuel	
  consumption	
  
As related to the reduction in the number of air pollutants emitting vehicles, the zero fare
policy induces a reduction in fuel consumption. This means that people can use the amount
they are using to buy gasoline alternatively, which is definitely an economic benefit. Using
the value in table 1, we estimated as below the value of an additional reduction in fuel
consumption with the implementation of the zero-fare policy.
Table 9: Reduction in Fuel Consumption Estimate– Without and With Policy
Value/trip=0.85
Without case
With case
(annual, R$)
Reduction
in
fuel
987,000,000
1,283,100,000
consumption

4.	
  Reduction	
  in	
  Operation	
  Costs	
  of	
  vehicles	
  and	
  roads	
  
As discussed above, the diversion from roads to subway as a method of transportation, which
is expected to happen with the zero fare policy, will result in a reduction in the need for
maintenance or replacement. Therefore the operation costs will decrease such as the operation

costs of buses, cars, motorbikes and roads as put in the table below. The results are as
following.
Table 10: Social Benefit Estimate– Without and With Policy

Value/trip=1.14
Without case
With case
Reduction in the operation
1,324,000,000
1,721,200,000
costs of buses
Value/trip=0.27
Without case
With case
Reduction in the operation
310,000,000
403,000,000
cost of cars
Value/trip=0.04
Without case
Reduction in the operation
cost of motorbikes
Value/trip=0.05

Without case

With case
45,000,000

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

58,500,000
	
  
With case

Reduction in the costs of
55,000,000
71,500,000
maintenance and operation of
roads
TOTAL
Without case
With case
(Annual, R$)
Reduction in Operation
1,734,000,000
2,254,200,000
Costs of vehicles/roads

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

5.	
  Reduction	
  in	
  accidents	
  
The diversion from road to subway will reduce the number of accident and this would result
in an economic benefit. We use the above estimated value of reduction in accidents to
calculate the changes in this benefit component when the zero fare policy is introduced.
Table 11: Reduction in Accidents Estimate– Without and With Policy
Value/trip=0.23
Without case
With case
(Annual, R$)
Reduction in accidents
263,000,000
341,900,000
6.	
  Reduction	
  in	
  travel	
  time	
  
Decongestion on the road would allow a more constant speed of vehicles, which would
translate into fewer hours spent on the road. Also, the lower income users who had no choice

but to ride multiple buses to reach their destination, which costs less but takes a longer time,
will be able to switch to riding the subway system. Finding the value of time savings
estimated in the above table 1, we obtain below the resulting monetized benefits of a reduced
travel time.
Table 12: Reduction in Travel Time Estimate– Without and With Policy
Value/trip=5.64
Without case
With case
(Annual, R$)
Reduction in travel time
6,536,000,000
8,496,800,000

Monetizing	
  the	
  Economic	
  Costs	
  

	
  
1.	
  Increase	
  in	
  the	
  operation	
  costs	
  of	
  subway	
  system	
  
As pointed out in the above discussion, the zero fare policy could require the government to
increase the frequency of check-up and replacement. Taking this into account, we calculated
the increase in the operation costs of subway system by multiplying the current operation
costs by the percentage increase of the ridership.
Table 13: Operation Costs Estimate– Without and With Policy
(Annual, R$)
Without case
With case
Operation Costs
2,176,296,000

2,753,368,800

Calculating	
  the	
  NPV	
  from	
  an	
  Economic	
  Perspective	
  

	
  
To ascertain the economic benefit of zero fare policy, we add all the estimated economic
benefits: value of time saved, reduction in accidents, reduction in pollution, reduction in
operation costs, and reduction in fuel consumption. Economic benefit accruing to users and
those accruing to the government (supplier) are separated in our analysis. Therefore we add
up to these economic benefits the revenues the government earn from other than fare
collection but related to the operation of subway system such as advertisement or real estate
businesses. The economic cost is estimated as above.
Table 14: Net Social Benefits Estimate
(Annual, R$)
Without case
Economic Costs (A)

2,176,296,000

With case
2.811.688.800

Revenues (B)

2,037,192,000

Social Benefits (C)

9,625,000,000

334,644,000
(Only non-fare)
12,512,500,000

Balance (Surplus)

9,485,896,000

9.701.145.844,00

	
  
Therefore we can see from the above Table 14 that from an economic perspective this zero
fare policy is still beneficial. Although from the accounting perspective implementation of
zero fare policy is deemed to be financial impossible since government need to bear a lot of
burden, when we take the social benefits into account we can find how much positive effect
the zero fare policy can bring into the society as a whole.

9.	
  Sensitivity	
  Analysis:	
  Ridership/Equity	
  Issues	
  
	
  

Changes	
  in	
  Ridership	
  
	
  
In the analysis above, we have chosen to base our analysis on the standard demand elasticity 0.3, which means in this case an increase in ridership by 30% as the result of the zero fare
policy. However, according to the research so far on zero fare policy we should take some
range on this increase in ridership rather than sticking to one demand elasticity as explained in
detail in the ‘Forecasting the Changes in the Ridership’ section.
Also, as this change in ridership is a central element and assumption in our calculations for
monetizing the costs and benefits of the zero fare policy in Sao Paulo subway system, we
need to focus a sensitivity test on this issue.
Therefore, we also did the calculation based on the assumption of increase in ridership of both
by 25% and 50%. The results we obtained are as follows.
Table 15: Net Social Benefits Estimate, 25% and 50% increase in ridership
(Annual,
Without case
With case
With case
R$)
(+25% ridership)
(+50% ridership)
Costs

2,176,296,000

2.705.790.000

3.235.284.000

Revenues

2,037,192,000

Social
Benefits
Balance
(Surplus)

9,625,000,000

334,644,000
(Only non-fare)
12,031,250,000

334,644,000
(Only non-fare)
14,437,500,000

9,485,896,000

9.325.794.644,00

11.202.550.644,00

	
  
The first important conclusion from the analysis is that when we consider the Net Social
Benefit, we can notice that in case there is an increase in ridership by 25%, the policy will
actually decrease the Net Social Surplus when compared to the Current Situation without
policy (from R$9.49 billion to R$9.33 billion). This happens because the loss in Revenue
(Fare Collection) represents a great imbalance that decreases Net Social Surplus at first, even
upon additional demand. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the policy starts to be
effective in terms of increasing Net Social Surplus only when demand increases by over
27.13% (at this point, Net Social Surplus sums up to R$9,485,694,255.20).
Hence, we can say that the analysis done so far is not that much sensitive to the different
amount of increase in ridership. At least it is true in so far as the percentage change in
ridership is picked from 27.13% to 50%, there is certainly economic benefit in the
introduction of zero fare policy.
What we can derive from the above result is that even allowing a rather important range of
variation in the ridership forecast, our conclusion that taking into account the social benefits
in the adoption of the zero fare policy could be beneficial for the society does still hold.

Distributing	
  Weights	
  
As Brazil is still a developing country, the gap between the poor and the rich remains large.
This reality also applies to Sao Paulo City and according to the research by IPEA (2012), it is
considered that the low income people spend average 8% of their total revenue to
transportation cost, whereas it accounts for just 4% on average for the whole population.
Considering this situation and the assumption that poor and rich groups in Sao Paulo have
different spending behaviors, a sensitivity analysis based on Distributional Weights is
necessary and comprises three main assumption.
The first assumption consists on the idea that income has diminishing marginal utility. From
this assumption it follows that the effect of one additional dollar in the revenue of a highincome individual generates less impact on his or her utility when compared to the same
dollar in the revenue of a low-income individual.
In other words the poor feel the burden of transportation cost twice as much as the rich and
we can expect that the reduction in travel time could mean more low-income groups than to
the high-income ones. This is because the poor are more forced to work and earn money to
live each day compared to the rich who don’t necessarily need to work with the leisure time
they got thanks to the travel time saving. Therefore even if the amount of money the poor can

earn with the additional time won’t be that much or even less than what the rich can earn from
the same length of time, how much that additional earning can mean to the poor mean be
larger than to the rich.
The second assumption to be considered is that the public policies implemented should aim at
promoting equality in income distribution. In this sense, the idea is that a society is better off
when the ones at the bottom of the income distribution can benefit and achieve a better
socioeconomic situation comparable to the ones with high-income. Therefore, a successful
policy implemented by the government is not necessarily one that results in higher profit but
rather is successful in promoting social welfare. In the case of the Zero fare Policy, the social
benefits to low-income groups should be carefully taken into consideration even upon general
increase in costs.
The last assumption of the Distributional Weight Model consists on the “One person, one vote”
Principle. This assumption is related to the previous one and states that low-income
individuals should have as much influence over decision as high-income individuals even
when losses in consumer surplus are proportionally greater for high-income groups.

Distributional	
  Weights	
  Applied	
  –	
  The	
  Zero	
  Fare	
  Tariff	
  
	
  
The social benefits of the Zero Tariff could be estimated by assigning the appropriate income
distributional weights to the incremental changes in incomes of different economic agents in
the case of Sao Paulo Subway System. Using a method described by a research on New Delhi
Subway System (Murty, Dhavala, Ghosh & Singh, 2006) and considering the similarities
between the city of Sao Paulo and New Delhi in terms of size of population, revenue and
socioeconomic inequalities, it is possible to estimate the weights based on the incomes of
people belonging to different income classes in the economy. The following table illustrates
how it is possible to attribute income distributional weights used in the estimation of the
social benefits of the Metro.
D=(Ȳ/ Yi)v
where,
Ȳ : per capita gross domestic product of Sao Paulo State
Yi: income of the ith economic agent
v: elasticity of social marginal utility of income with respect to income.

Distributional weights are computed assuming that the Sao Paulo State Government,
responsible for the overall financing of the subway system in Sao Paulo, is assigned to the
income class having a per capita income equal to the per capita GDP of Sao Paulo State
(R$853.75). Average passengers are assigned to the income class having a per capita income
equal to the Sao Paulo city per capita GDP (R$1,126.97) while low-income groups are
assigned to the income class having a per capita income equal to the minimum wage, which
corresponded to the amount of R$678.00 in 2013. It is important to stress that 12.5% of the
city population earns up to 1 minimum wage, which corresponds to over 1.3 million people.
Having the lack of historical information of price elasticity of demand and income elasticity
of utility in the case of the subway system in Sao Paulo, it is possible to use the value of 1.4
given by the New Delhi study as an estimate of elasticity of social marginal utility of income
with respect to income (“v” value) in the case of the city of Sao Paulo. Considering those
values, we conclude that while an average passenger weight corresponds to 0.678, a lowincome individual should be treated with a weight of 1.381.
Table 16: Distributional Weights
Agents

Wage per Capita (R$)

Income Distributional
Weights

Government of Sao Paulo State

853.75

1

(State of Sao Paulo)
Average Passenger

1,126.97

0.678

(City of Sao Paulo Sao Paulo)
Low-Income Group

678

1.381

(Minimum Wage, 2013)

Analysis	
  
	
  
Although the study on weights are not sufficient to conclude whether or not the Zero Fare
policy should be implemented, it does provide hints on the importance of a differentiated
treatment when considering the implementation of public transportation policies. This
assessment seems even more important when considering cases of urban environments in
developing countries such as the case of the subway system in city of Sao Paulo.

10.	
  Conclusion	
  
If the Zero Fare Policy is considered in an economic rather than accounting perspective, in
other words, if broad economic impacts of the implementation of the policy such as
externalities and effects on secondary markets are taken into consideration, there are enough
reasons to support the policy. In additional, the distributional weights analysis shows that the
policy could also generate a redistributive effect if we consider elements such as time saving,
generated from greater incentives for low-income individuals to take subway rather than other
types of transportation; as well as general saving of resources that could be spent in other
activities such as consumption.
	
  

Summary	
  of	
  Results	
  
	
  
The study concluded that with all the other factors unchanged, the additional cost incurred by
Sao Paulo State Government in implementing the Zero Fare policy would be around
2,418,724,800 - 139,104,000 = R$2,279,620,800/ year. This cost considers that ridership
would increase in 30%, according to the Simpson-Curtain rule. If we further consider other
costs such as depreciation of capital, additional costs related to maintenance and hiring of
personnel, it is reasonable to state the final aggregated cost would be much higher than the
estimate.
On the other hand, if we consider the social benefits from secondary markets, the net social
surplus value amount to R$9,485,896,000/ year.
In the sensitive analysis, we considered other estimates of increase in demand. In this context,
the calculation showed us that in a case where ridership increases in 25%, the resulting Net
Social Surplus would be lower than the one predicted in a case Without policy, amounting to
R$9.325.794.644,00. In this case, the implementation of the policy would be not
recommended. In the case of a 50% increase in demand, the Net Social Surplus would be of
R$11.202.550.644,00 and, thus, the policy would result in social gains.
By using the method implemented in order to calculate distributional weights of the Metro
System in New Delhi, we could estimate different weights of the economic agents in the case
of Sao Paulo. Attributing weight 1 to Sao Paulo State Government, we could conclude that an
average user of the subway system in Sao Paulo should be assigned a weight of 0.678,
whereas low-income individuals should be assigned a weight of 1.381. As it can be shown by

the differences in revenue, a sensitive analysis that considers distributional weights is crucial
in order to better understand the real impacts of the implementation of the Zero fare Policy.

Study	
  Limitations	
  

	
  
The scope of this study is limited as for the analysis of how exactly individual utility curves
differ among the different socioeconomic groups.
If, on one hand, we can assume that the Zero Fare policy can generate higher net social
surplus for low-income individuals when in comparison to high-income individuals
(considering the “diminishing marginal utility” assumption), on the other hand, there is not
enough data to analyze if a reduction in the fare price (from R$3.00 to R$0.00) will equally
impact the demand of the two groups. As it was shown before, changes in the demand curve
include several aspects besides price changes, such as quality of infrastructure, proximity to
subway stations and availability of alternative public transportation, psychological costs, etc.
Having this, the impacts of the implementation of the policy can differ even within poor or
rich districts, considering the aspects mentioned before.
Another element that is out of the scope of this study but consists in a key element in the
analysis of the feasibility of the Zero Fare policy consists on the availability of alternative
funding resources that may cover part or the totality of the additional costs. Indeed, several
discussions are hold regarding the implementation of taxes or other types of mechanisms,
such as taxation of private vehicles, taxes on fortunes or other kinds of progressive taxation.
However, the topic seems to be rather political than economic and further considerations have
to be taken regarding the possibilities of implementing such project in a metropolis such as
Sao Paulo.
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